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ASPLUND Collection 2014: Captured by nature

The ASplunD Collection 2014 celebrates the grace of nature’s great materials and the pride 
of supreme handicraft.

Sustainability and love of natural materials has always been at the core of the ASplunD philosophy. 
With the 2014 collection, this proud reverence of nature is manifested as a signature for the array of 
new cutting-edge designs.

”nature is always the best teacher and source of inspiration,” says Sandra Adrian Asplund, creative 
director at ASplunD. ”With this collection, we wanted to accentuate its presence in subtle, sophis-
ticated ways, with a sharp contemporary edge. It can be for example through significant details in 
tactile natural materials, or in the way that the materials are accentuated in patterns or through handi-
craft techniques.”

The ASplunD Collection 2014 features new objects by broberg & Ridderstråle, Emma Olbers, Daniel 
Rybakken & Andreas Engesvik, Anya Sebton and Eva lilja löwenhielm, per Söderberg, Jessica 
Signell knutsson, Matilda lindblom and Sandra Adrian Asplund. 

For further press info or pictures please contact: madeleine@asplund.org
Retailers please contact: nina@asplund.org (int) lina@asplund.org (swe)
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BESSON SERIES 

Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
A true eyecatcher and an ”it” cabinet! In this elegantly 
minimalistic series each cabinet is different from the 
other. The thin shell frames different volumes, using 
different materials like brass, glass, wood and laminates 
on a lacquered metal stand. The usage span is very 
versitile. The meetings of materials and the sophisticated 
detailing gives subtle complexity, edge and elegance to 
the minimalistic cabinets. An exciting addition in the 
powerful ASPLUND storage collection and a continuation 
of the acclaimed Luc series from 2012.

FRAME STORAGE SERIES

Design Anya Sebton and Eva Lilja Löwenhielm
The work on the Frame series started more than ten 
years ago - a range of minimalistic pieces in monochrome 
colours, with perfect proportions and details in natural 
materials. This year, we have added a series of cabinets 
with sliding and folding doors, including a high glass 
cabinet, as well as Semi, a half-covered cabinet.

CARPET FLEUR

Design Broberg & Ridderstråle 
A finely hand-knotted carpet in wool with silk details. Very 
elaborately handcrafted. Available with cream, midnight 
blue and grey backgrounds.  Also available in three tufted 
versions — Rose, Bluebell and Eucalyptus, with the re-
spective flowers/leafs accentuated.

”We had the idea of creating a pattern that is not a 
traditional repeat, but more free in its composition, like 
an action painting,” says designer Mats Broberg. ”Our 
idea was a pattern reminiscent of the floor in a florist’s 
shop, with a spontaneous, random feeling. We threw the 
flowers from a latter and then photographed the pattern 
that was created. In reality, it was rather complex. It took 
many days to get the pattern right and the production 
process was quite advanced, but I think we succeeded in 
achieving the free and natural feeling we desired.”

CARPET STAR 

Design Emma Olbers
In this carpet, Emma Olbers takes on an ancient star/3D-
cube pattern in four ways. In the handtufted versions, she 
has created a triptyk to celebrate the genious of the 
pattern which makes you want to look twice - or many 
more times. The fourth version is woven in NATURALS* 
New Zealand wool with stiched details. 

”The idea came when I looked at pictures from a visit to 
the cathedral in Orvieto in Italy, and the classic floor pat-
tern there,” says Emma Olbers. ”I have worked with the 
pattern, adding and removing lines, and filled in various 
points. Though it may appear simple, it can be varied in 
thousands of ways and create a spectra of optical illu-
sions.”
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PILE CABINET

Design Jessica Signell Knutsson
The ”little sister” of Jessica’s much loved book cabinet 
File launched last year. Very neat in its proportions. 
Perfect as combined book table and storage cabinet, a 
small nightstand or sofa table.

NATI TATI NIGHTSTAND

Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
The new addition to the much beloved and awarded Tati 
series is a small and elegant nightstand/sidetable which 
is easily placed and perfectly suited for both homes and 
hotels.

FUNK 2014 

Design Per Söderberg
A modified, updated take on the classic 90s Funk storage 
series. The new version is lighter, and less chunky, making 
the cabinats flexible and easy to place — on the wall, on 
their feet or on a stand.  

MINI LIGHT TRAY

Design Daniel Rybakken & Andreas Engesvik
The celebrated Norwegian designers have added a mini, 
half-size version of their multi-award winning Light Tray. 
The Mini Light Tray’s hand made glass domes are pink 
and blue.

CARPET FRECKLES 

Design Matilda Lindblom
Two monochrome tones of the small dot pattern gives the 
overall design a soft appearance and makes it easy to 
place in a room. Handtufted. 
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CARPET SOFT MINIMUM 

Design Asplund C
We love to play with our patterns. The Classic Minimum 
by Michael Asplund, is transformed by a new cutting. The 
geometrical pattern is enhanced in a billowing relief giving 
the carpet a soft and luxurious feeling, very appealing to 
the eye and inviting to the touch. We like to show off our 
skilled craftsman’s cutting skill and we are very happy 
with the result.

GRACE

Design Cleasson Koivisto Rune
We have tried to make a candlestick for a long time. We 
wanted to make a design that was timeless, that would 
work in both a modern and classic enviroment. “We have 
actually changed the pattern a millimeter back and forth 
several times to get the perfect harmony” says the 
designer trio Claesson Koivisto Rune. “It feels both 
ultramodern as well as classic at the same time. It comes 
in three different heights so it can be moved around a d 
placed in different constellations, a bit of dynamic in the 
small”.

CARPET POINT

Design Sandra Adrian Asplund
Geometrical pattern carpet in earthy colourtones woven in 
100% NATURALS* New Zealand wool.

CARPET AVA

Design Anya Sebton and Eva Lilja Löwenhielm
Woven carpet in the NATURALS* serie. Ended with a 
contrasting edge, soft or strong in colour. 

*NATURALS: ASPLUND has been working with the 
NATURALS carpet concept for two years, using naturally 
shaded yarn, in new and traditional materials and craft 
techniques. This yarn gives the carpets a special vivid 
and organic quality. For coloured carpets, a special 
light dye allows the natural fibres to be visible.

CARPET GRID

Design Jessica Signell Knutsson
The idea is based on the vision that people could have 
series of carpets which are similar but different and 
individual in their homes. A simple, traditional pattern 
in colours and qualities that match brilliantly together. 
Woven and tufted.
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ASPLUND- our philosophy and soul

We have always incorporated sustainable thinking in every sense as a fundamental part of our design 
and manufacturing philosophy. Our conviction is that superior quality objects of high etshetic value, 
sustainably manufactured, always last a very long time. 

The ASplunD furniture collection is produced exclusively in Sweden, ensuring superior quality, 
while observing ethical and environmentally friendly production processes. ASplunD is aware of our 
responsibility as a producer to make furniture that will last a lifetime and more — furniture that several 
generations can enjoy.
 
“producing in Sweden, benefiting the Swedish furniture industry and maintaining core values of 
Swedish design and manufacturing, is of fundamental importance to us” says Michael Asplund. 
”We are committed in our opposition to `throw-away culture´. We want people to love to live with their 
furniture and to feel, understand and appreciate what good design is. We believe that good design 
and Made in Sweden is an ensurance of quality”.

The ASplunD carpets are handmade in India, mainly because there is no equivelent carpet 
production available in Sweden at present. We have been very careful in selecting a a manufacturer 
who shares our quality and humanitarian values.

ASplunD is one of Sweden’s leading and most cutting-edge design and interior companies. The 
company was founded in 1989 by brothers Thomas and Michael Asplund. Their Swedish roots and 
devotion to the Swedish design heritage ensoul Asplund. 

The products are designed in collaboration with celebrated Swedish and international designers such 
as broberg & Ridderstråle, Andreas Engesvik, Daniel Rybakken, Thomas Sandell, Jonas bohlin, piero 
lissoni, Tom Dixon and Claesson koivisto Rune. The vision to create future design classics is the 
momentum that drives the company. ASplunD designs grace a wide range of great homes, offices 
and public spaces of various styles worldwide. 
 
The ASplunD store at Sibyllegatan 31 in Stockholm is ranked as one of the most interesting design 
stores in the world. The store presents the ASplunD Collection alongside a selection of products 
from esteemed design brands such as b&b italia, Cappellini, Flos, living Divani and Artemide, as well 
as from new and rising Swedish and international designers and brands. 

Welcome to the world of ASplunD!


